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Key
Biological evolution is a fact—but the many conflicting theories of evolution remain controversial
even today. When Adaptation and Natural Selection was first published in 1966, it struck a
powerful blow against those who argued for the concept of group selection—the idea that
evolution acts to select entire species rather than individuals. Williams’s famous work in favor
of simple Darwinism over group selection has become a classic of science literature, valued for
its thorough and convincing argument and its relevance to many fields outside of biology. Now
with a new foreword by Richard Dawkins, Adaptation and Natural Selection is an essential text
for understanding the nature of scientific debate.
This book investigates the iconic architectural cultural spaces of the contemporary cityscape as
engines of regeneration. Promising much to their fading locales, these spaces locate culture in
the space where production once ruled in order to revitalise post-industrial urban provinces.
With close attention to four sites across the UK, Urban Constellations engages with the work of
Walter Benjamin and Jean Baudrillard, to read these spaces and in so doing, offer a critical
intervention into the theory and experience of contemporary cityscapes. Developing the notion
of surface ethnography as a methodological approach to examining the form of cultural
experience produced by urban cultural spaces, the author sheds light on the manner in which
they transform cultural spectatorship, express wider political and ecological concerns and offer
differing views to the ’native’ and the ’tourist’ in the construction of local history. The book
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also examines the decline of the idea that iconic projects can drive regeneration, in the failures
and delays that can beset such undertakings. Offering a rich examination of the legacy of
urban change in its most recent formulation - that of cultural regeneration - this book reveals
the fragile potential of the spaces produced by contemporary ’dream houses’ and as such,
will be of interest to scholars of cultural studies, sociology and social theory, urban studies,
cultural geography and architecture.
M. C. Roco and W.S. Bainbridge In the early decades of the 21st century, concentrated efforts
can unify science based on the unity of nature, thereby advancing the combination of
nanotechnology, biotechnology, information technology, and new technologies based in
cognitive science. With proper attention to ethical issues and societal needs, converging in
human abilities, societal technologies could achieve a tremendous improvement outcomes, the
nation's productivity, and the quality of life. This is a broad, cross cutting, emerging and timely
opportunity of interest to individuals, society and humanity in the long term. The phrase
"convergent technologies" refers to the synergistic combination of four major "NBIC" (nano-bioinfo-cogno) provinces of science and technology, each of which is currently progressing at a
rapid rate: (a) nanoscience and nanotechnology; (b) biotechnology and biomedicine, including
genetic engineering; (c) information technology, including advanced computing and
communications; (d) cognitive science, including cognitive neuroscience. Timely and Broad
Opportunity. Convergence of diverse technologies is based on material unity at the nanoscale
and on technology integration from that scale.
The book is a compilation of best papers presented at International Conference on Recent
Advancement in Computer and Communication (ICRAC 2017) organized by IMPLab Research
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and Innovation Foundation, Bhopal, India. The book covers all aspects of computers and
communication techniques including pervasive computing, distributed computing, cloud
computing, sensor and adhoc network, image, text and speech processing, pattern recognition
and pattern analysis, digital signal processing, digital electronics, telecommunication
technologies, robotics, VLSI technologies, embedded system, satellite communication, digital
signal processing, and digital communication. The papers included are original research works
of experts from industry, government centers and academic institutions; experienced in
engineering, design and research.
Natural selection is an immense and important subject, yet there have been few attempts to
summarize its effects on natural populations, and fewer still which discuss the problems of
working with natural selection in the wild. These are the purposes of John Endler's book. In it,
he discusses the methods and problems involved in the demonstration and measurement of
natural selection, presents the critical evidence for its existence, and places it in an
evolutionary perspective. Professor Endler finds that there are a remarkable number of direct
demonstrations of selection in a wide variety of animals and plants. The distribution of
observed magnitudes of selection in natural populations is surprisingly broad, and it overlaps
extensively the range of values found in artificial selection. He argues that the common
assumption that selection is usually weak in natural populations is no longer tenable, but that
natural selection is only one component of the process of evolution; natural selection can
explain the change of frequencies of variants, but not their origins.
Offers a structured approach to biological data and the computer tools needed to analyze it,
covering UNIX, databases, computation, Perl, data mining, data visualization, and tailoring
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software to suit specific research needs.
A study of plate tectonics that explores the way in which plates on the earth's outer shell have
shaped our planet's geological development
The Princeton Guide to Evolution is a comprehensive, concise, and authoritative reference to
the major subjects and key concepts in evolutionary biology, from genes to mass extinctions.
Edited by a distinguished team of evolutionary biologists, with contributions from leading
researchers, the guide contains some 100 clear, accurate, and up-to-date articles on the most
important topics in seven major areas: phylogenetics and the history of life; selection and
adaptation; evolutionary processes; genes, genomes, and phenotypes; speciation and
macroevolution; evolution of behavior, society, and humans; and evolution and modern
society. Complete with more than 100 illustrations (including eight pages in color), glossaries of
key terms, suggestions for further reading on each topic, and an index, this is an essential
volume for undergraduate and graduate students, scientists in related fields, and anyone else
with a serious interest in evolution. Explains key topics in some 100 concise and authoritative
articles written by a team of leading evolutionary biologists Contains more than 100
illustrations, including eight pages in color Each article includes an outline, glossary,
bibliography, and cross-references Covers phylogenetics and the history of life; selection and
adaptation; evolutionary processes; genes, genomes, and phenotypes; speciation and
macroevolution; evolution of behavior, society, and humans; and evolution and modern society

Explains the structure and functions of microprocessors, hard drives, disk drives,
tape drives, keyboards, CD-ROM, multimedia sound and video, serial ports,
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mice, modems, scanners, LANs, and printers.
Science, engineering, and technology permeate nearly every facet of modern life
and hold the key to solving many of humanity's most pressing current and future
challenges. The United States' position in the global economy is declining, in part
because U.S. workers lack fundamental knowledge in these fields. To address
the critical issues of U.S. competitiveness and to better prepare the workforce, A
Framework for K-12 Science Education proposes a new approach to K-12
science education that will capture students' interest and provide them with the
necessary foundational knowledge in the field. A Framework for K-12 Science
Education outlines a broad set of expectations for students in science and
engineering in grades K-12. These expectations will inform the development of
new standards for K-12 science education and, subsequently, revisions to
curriculum, instruction, assessment, and professional development for educators.
This book identifies three dimensions that convey the core ideas and practices
around which science and engineering education in these grades should be built.
These three dimensions are: crosscutting concepts that unify the study of science
through their common application across science and engineering; scientific and
engineering practices; and disciplinary core ideas in the physical sciences, life
sciences, and earth and space sciences and for engineering, technology, and the
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applications of science. The overarching goal is for all high school graduates to
have sufficient knowledge of science and engineering to engage in public
discussions on science-related issues, be careful consumers of scientific and
technical information, and enter the careers of their choice. A Framework for
K-12 Science Education is the first step in a process that can inform state-level
decisions and achieve a research-grounded basis for improving science
instruction and learning across the country. The book will guide standards
developers, teachers, curriculum designers, assessment developers, state and
district science administrators, and educators who teach science in informal
environments.
Sociology and our sociological imaginations are having to confront new digital
landscapes spanning mediated social relationships, practices and social
structures. This volume assesses the substantive challenges faced by the
discipline as it critically reassesses its position in the digital age.
This collection presents research-based interventions using existing knowledge
to produce new pedagogies to teach evolution to learners more successfully,
whether in schools or elsewhere. ‘Success’ here is measured as cognitive
gains, as acceptance of evolution or an increased desire to continue to learn
about it. Aside from introductory and concluding chapters by the editors, each
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chapter consists of a research-based intervention intended to enable evolution to
be taught successfully; all these interventions have been researched and
evaluated by the chapters’ authors and the findings are presented along with
discussions of the implications. The result is an important compendium of studies
from around the word conducted both inside and outside of school. The volume is
unique and provides an essential reference point and platform for future work for
the foreseeable future.
Reviews of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology attempts to provide
concise, critical reviews of timely advances, philosophy and significant areas of
accomplished or needed endeavor in the total field of xenobiotics, in any
segment of the environment, as well as toxicological implications.
This book includes high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers from the
6thInternational Conference on Innovations in Computer Science & Engineering
(ICICSE 2018), held at Guru Nanak Institutions, Hyderabad, India from August 17
to 18, 2018. The book discusses a wide variety of industrial, engineering and
scientific applications of the emerging techniques and offers a platform for
researchers from academia and industry to present their original work and
exchange ideas, information, techniques and applications in the field of computer
science.
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This book brings a high level of fluidity to analytics and addresses recent trends,
innovative ideas, challenges and cognitive computing solutions in big data and
the Internet of Things (IoT). It explores domain knowledge, data science
reasoning and cognitive methods in the context of the IoT, extending current data
science approaches by incorporating insights from experts as well as a notion of
artificial intelligence, and performing inferences on the knowledge The book
provides a comprehensive overview of the constituent paradigms underlying
cognitive computing methods, which illustrate the increased focus on big data in
IoT problems as they evolve. It includes novel, in-depth fundamental research
contributions from a methodological/application in data science accomplishing
sustainable solution for the future perspective. Mainly focusing on the design of
the best cognitive embedded data science technologies to process and analyze
the large amount of data collected through the IoT, and aid better decision
making, the book discusses adapting decision-making approaches under
cognitive computing paradigms to demonstrate how the proposed procedures as
well as big data and IoT problems can be handled in practice. This book is a
valuable resource for scientists, professionals, researchers, and academicians
dealing with the new challenges and advances in the specific areas of cognitive
computing and data science approaches.
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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the Third
International Conference on Advances in Communication, Network, and
Computing, CNC 2012, held in Chennai, India, February 24-25, 2012. The 41
revised full papers presented together with 29 short papers and 14 poster papers
were carefully selected and reviewed from 425 submissions. The papers cover a
wide spectrum of issues in the field of Information Technology, Networks,
Computational Engineering, Computer and Telecommunication Technology,
ranging from theoretical and methodological issues to advanced applications.
Winner of the 2017 JPBM Communications Award for Expository and Popular
Books. “A delightful meta-biography--playful indeed--of a brilliant iconoclast.”
--James Gleick, author of The Information John Horton Conway is a singular
mathematician with a lovely loopy brain. He is Archimedes, Mick Jagger,
Salvador Dali, and Richard Feynman all rolled into one--he boasts a rock star's
charisma, a slyly bent sense of humor, a polymath's promiscuous curiosity, and
an insatiable compulsion to explain everything about the world to everyone in it.
At Cambridge, Conway wrestled with "Monstrous Moonshine," discovered the
aptly named surreal numbers, and invented the cult classic Game of Life--more
than just a cool fad, Life demonstrates how simplicity generates complexity and
provides an analogy for mathematics and the entire universe. As a
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"mathemagician" at Princeton, he used ropes, dice, pennies, coat hangers, even
the occasional Slinky, as props to extend his winning imagination and share his
many nerdish delights. He granted Roberts full access to his idiosyncrasies and
intellect both, though not without the occasional grumble: "Oh hell," he'd say.
"You're not going to put that in the book. Are you?!?"
Matching DNA samples from crime scenes and suspects is rapidly becoming a
key source of evidence for use in our justice system. DNA Technology in
Forensic Science offers recommendations for resolving crucial questions that are
emerging as DNA typing becomes more widespread. The volume addreses key
issues: Quality and reliability in DNA typing, including the introduction of new
technologies, problems of standardization, and approaches to certification. DNA
typing in the courtroom, including issues of population genetics, levels of
understanding among judges and juries, and admissibility. Societal issues, such
as privacy of DNA data, storage of samples and data, and the rights of
defendants to quality testing technology. Combining this original volume with the
new update--The Evaluation of Forensic DNA Evidence--provides the complete,
up-to-date picture of this highly important and visible topic. This volume offers
important guidance to anyone working with this emerging law enforcement tool:
policymakers, specialists in criminal law, forensic scientists, geneticists,
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researchers, faculty, and students.
This book explores the risks and benefits of crops that are genetically modified
for pest resistance, the urgency of establishing an appropriate regulatory
framework for these products, and the importance of public understanding of the
issues. The committee critically reviews federal policies toward transgenic
products, the 1986 coordinated framework among the key federal agencies in the
field, and rules proposed by the Environmental Protection Agency for regulation
of plant pesticides. This book provides detailed analyses of: Mechanisms and
results of genetic engineering compared to conventional breeding for pest
resistance. Review of scientific issues associated with transgenic pest-protected
plants, such as allergenicity, impact on nontarget plants, evolution of the pest
species, and other concerns. Overview of regulatory framework and its use of
scientific information with suggestions for improvements.
A brilliant book celebrating improbability as the engine that drives life, by the
acclaimed author of The Selfish Gene and The Blind Watchmaker. The human
eye is so complex and works so precisely that surely, one might believe, its
current shape and function must be the product of design. How could such an
intricate object have come about by chance? Tackling this subject—in writing that
the New York Times called "a masterpiece"—Richard Dawkins builds a carefully
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reasoned and lovingly illustrated argument for evolutionary adaptation as the
mechanism for life on earth. The metaphor of Mount Improbable represents the
combination of perfection and improbability that is epitomized in the seemingly
"designed" complexity of living things. Dawkins skillfully guides the reader on a
breathtaking journey through the mountain's passes and up its many peaks to
demonstrate that following the improbable path to perfection takes time.
Evocative illustrations accompany Dawkins's eloquent descriptions of
extraordinary adaptations such as the teeming populations of figs, the intricate
silken world of spiders, and the evolution of wings on the bodies of flightless
animals. And through it all runs the thread of DNA, the molecule of life,
responsible for its own destiny on an unending pilgrimage through time. Climbing
Mount Improbable is a book of great impact and skill, written by the most
prominent Darwinian of our age.
After a long time of neglect, Artificial Intelligence is once again at the center of
most of our political, economic, and socio-cultural debates. Recent advances in
the field of Artifical Neural Networks have led to a renaissance of dystopian and
utopian speculations on an AI-rendered future. Algorithmic technologies are
deployed for identifying potential terrorists through vast surveillance networks, for
producing sentencing guidelines and recidivism risk profiles in criminal justice
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systems, for demographic and psychographic targeting of bodies for advertising
or propaganda, and more generally for automating the analysis of language, text,
and images. Against this background, the aim of this book is to discuss the
heterogenous conditions, implications, and effects of modern AI and Internet
technologies in terms of their political dimension: What does it mean to critically
investigate efforts of net politics in the age of machine learning algorithms?
John, aged sixty, suffered a stroke and recovered fully, except in one respect:
although he can see perfectly, he can no longer recognise faces, even his own
reflection in a mirror. Whenever Francesca touches a particular texture, she
experiences a vivid emotion: denim = extreme sadness; wax = embarrassment;
orange peel = shock. Jimmie, whose left arm was recently amputated, can still
feel it - and it's itchy. Our brains are the most enchanting and complex things in
the known universe - but what happens when they go wrong? Dr V. S.
Ramachandran, 'the Sherlock Holmes of brain science' and one of the world's
leading neuroscientists, has spent a lifetime working with patients who suffer
from rare and baffling brain conditions. In The Tell-Tale Brain, he tells their
stories, and explores what they reveal about the greatest mystery of them all:
how our minds work, and what makes each of us so uniquely human.
Interested in the Genetic Algorithm? Simulated Annealing? Ant Colony
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Optimization? Essentials of Metaheuristics covers these and other metaheuristics
algorithms, and is intended for undergraduate students, programmers, and nonexperts. The book covers a wide range of algorithms, representations, selection
and modification operators, and related topics, and includes 71 figures and 135
algorithms great and small. Algorithms include: Gradient Ascent techniques, HillClimbing variants, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search variants, Iterated Local
Search, Evolution Strategies, the Genetic Algorithm, the Steady-State Genetic
Algorithm, Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimization, Genetic
Programming variants, One- and Two-Population Competitive Coevolution, NPopulation Cooperative Coevolution, Implicit Fitness Sharing, Deterministic
Crowding, NSGA-II, SPEA2, GRASP, Ant Colony Optimization variants, Guided
Local Search, LEM, PBIL, UMDA, cGA, BOA, SAMUEL, ZCS, XCS, and XCSF.
This is Charles Darwin's chronicle of his five-year journey, beginning in 1831,
around the world as a naturalist on the H.M.S. Beagle.
Spanning eight decades and chronicling the wild ride of a Greek-American family
through the vicissitudes of the twentieth century, Jeffrey Eugenides’ witty,
exuberant novel on one level tells a traditional story about three generations of a
fantastic, absurd, lovable immigrant family -- blessed and cursed with generous
doses of tragedy and high comedy. But there’s a provocative twist. Cal, the
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narrator -- also Callie -- is a hermaphrodite. And the explanation for this takes us
spooling back in time, through a breathtaking review of the twentieth century, to
1922, when the Turks sacked Smyrna and Callie’s grandparents fled for their
lives. Back to a tiny village in Asia Minor where two lovers, and one rare genetic
mutation, set our narrator’s life in motion. Middlesex is a grand, utterly original
fable of crossed bloodlines, the intricacies of gender, and the deep, untidy
promptings of desire. It’s a brilliant exploration of divided people, divided
families, divided cities and nations -- the connected halves that make up
ourselves and our world.
Research on gene drive systems is rapidly advancing. Many proposed
applications of gene drive research aim to solve environmental and public health
challenges, including the reduction of poverty and the burden of vector-borne
diseases, such as malaria and dengue, which disproportionately impact low and
middle income countries. However, due to their intrinsic qualities of rapid spread
and irreversibility, gene drive systems raise many questions with respect to their
safety relative to public and environmental health. Because gene drive systems
are designed to alter the environments we share in ways that will be hard to
anticipate and impossible to completely roll back, questions about the ethics
surrounding use of this research are complex and will require very careful
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exploration. Gene Drives on the Horizon outlines the state of knowledge relative
to the science, ethics, public engagement, and risk assessment as they pertain to
research directions of gene drive systems and governance of the research
process. This report offers principles for responsible practices of gene drive
research and related applications for use by investigators, their institutions, the
research funders, and regulators.
The digital revolution is interwoven with the promise to empower the user. Yet,
the rise of centralized, commercial platforms for crowdsourced work questions
the validity of this narrative. In Crowd-Design, Florian Alexander Schmidt
analyses the workings and the rhetoric of crowdsourced work platforms by
comparing the way they address the masses today with historic notions of the
crowd. The utopian concepts of early online collaboration are taken as a vantage
point from which to view and critique current and, at times, dystopian applications
of crowdsourced work. The study is focused on the crowdsourcing of design
tasks, but these specific applications are used to examine the design of the more
general mechanisms employed by the platform providers to motivate and control
the crowds. Crowd-Design is as much about the crowdsourcing of design as it is
about the design of crowdsourcing.
Profiles technology as an evolving international system with predictable trends,
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counseling readers on how to prepare themselves and future generations by
anticipating and steering their choices toward developing needs.
The Paralysis Resource Guide, produced by the Christopher & Dana Reeve
Foundation, is a reference and lifestyle tool for people affected by paralysis. The
book includes details on medical and clinical subjects related to all causes of
paralysis, as well as health maintenance information. The fully-illustrated book
provides a detailed overview of biomedical research, assistive technology, sports
and recreation activities, legal and civil rights, social security and benefits, and
numerous lifestyle options.
Reality Bytes is a collection of essays by Bart Lootsma, written in the years from
1998 to 2009. "Byte" is a unit of digital information used in information technology
and most commonly consists of eight bits. Reality Bytes is also the title of an
essay by Bart Lootsma, in which he investigates the relationship between society
and architects and town planners. Bart Lootsma, Professor of Architecture as
well as architectural historian, critic and curator, is one of the most multi-faceted
figures amongst contemporary architectural theorists. He has produced
numerous publications, including "Superdutch", an appraisal of contemporary
architecture in the Netherlands published in 2000. In Reality Bytes he has now
for the first time compiled hitherto (mostly) unpublished texts on architectural
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theory, on Second Modernism, on populism and architecture, on landscape
architecture and on the changing role of architects in society.
This book includes high-quality papers presented at the International Conference
on Data Science and Management (ICDSM 2019), organised by the Gandhi
Institute for Education and Technology, Bhubaneswar, from 22 to 23 February
2019. It features research in which data science is used to facilitate the decisionmaking process in various application areas, and also covers a wide range of
learning methods and their applications in a number of learning problems. The
empirical studies, theoretical analyses and comparisons to psychological
phenomena described contribute to the development of products to meet market
demands.
Melanism: Evolution in Action describes investigations into a ubiquitous biological
phenomenon, the existence of dark, or melanic, forms of many species of
mammals, insects, and some plants. Melanism is a particularly exciting
phenomenon in terms of our understanding of evolution. Unlike manyother
polymorphisms, the rise of a melanic population within a species is a visible
alteration. Not only this, but melanism may sometimes occur dramatically quickly
compared to other evolutionary change. Examples of melanism include one of
the most famous illustrations of Darwinian naturalselection, the peppered moth.
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This book, the first written on melanism since 1973, gives a lucid and up-to-date
appraisal of the subject. The book is divided into ten chapters. The first four
chapters place melanism into its historical and scientific context, with illustrations
of its occurrence,and physical and genetic properties. Chapters 5-9 look in more
detail at melanism in moths and ladybirds, explaining the diversity of evolutionary
reasons for melanism, and the complexities underlying this apparently simple
phenomenon. The final chapter shows how the study of melanism has
contibutedto our understanding of biological evolution as a whole. Written in an
engaging and readable style, by an author whose enthusiasm and depth of
knowledge is apparent throughout, this book will be welcomed by all students
and researchers in the fields of evolution, ecology, entomology, and genetics.It
will also be of relevance to professional and amateur entomologists and
lepidopterists alike.
How Creativity Happens In The Brain is about the brain mechanisms of creativity, how
a grapefruit-sized heap of meat crackling with electricity manages to be so outrageously
creative. It has a sharp focus: to stick exclusively to sound, mechanistic explanations
and convey what we can, and cannot, say about how brains give rise to creative ideas.
Where did we come from? What were our ancestors like? Why do we differ from other
animals? How do scientists trace and construct our evolutionary history? The Evolution
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of Our Tribe: Hominini provides answers to these questions and more. The book
explores the field of paleoanthropology past and present. Beginning over 65 million
years ago, Welker traces the evolution of our species, the environments and selective
forces that shaped our ancestors, their physical and cultural adaptations, and the
people and places involved with their discovery and study. It is designed as a textbook
for a course on Human Evolution but can also serve as an introductory text for relevant
sections of courses in Biological or General Anthropology or general interest. It is both
a comprehensive technical reference for relevant terms, theories, methods, and species
and an overview of the people, places, and discoveries that have imbued
paleoanthropology with such fascination, romance, and mystery.
This book is an effort to foster the entrepreneurial spirit in young minds. It reviews a
wide range of product ideas, opportunities and challenges associated with start-ups. In
addition, it discusses popular molecular targets for biotechnology research / the biotech
industry such as attenuated microbes, gene sequences, biomarkers, and the latest
advance in the sector, CRISPR. These molecular targets can be modified for the
production of sufficient quantities of food and fuel. Very often, researchers limit their
focus to the proof of concept, and fail to successfully convert it into a finished product.
To help young entrepreneurs avoid this pitfall, the book addresses various aspects like
intellectual property regulations, commerce and management. The book’s contributing
authors hail from various specialized sectors, and from around the globe. Taken
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together, the respective chapters are intended to overcome the borders between
disciplines that otherwise rarely interact.
In Vibrant Matter the political theorist Jane Bennett, renowned for her work on nature,
ethics, and affect, shifts her focus from the human experience of things to things
themselves. Bennett argues that political theory needs to do a better job of recognizing
the active participation of nonhuman forces in events. Toward that end, she theorizes a
“vital materiality” that runs through and across bodies, both human and nonhuman.
Bennett explores how political analyses of public events might change were we to
acknowledge that agency always emerges as the effect of ad hoc configurations of
human and nonhuman forces. She suggests that recognizing that agency is distributed
this way, and is not solely the province of humans, might spur the cultivation of a more
responsible, ecologically sound politics: a politics less devoted to blaming and
condemning individuals than to discerning the web of forces affecting situations and
events. Bennett examines the political and theoretical implications of vital materialism
through extended discussions of commonplace things and physical phenomena
including stem cells, fish oils, electricity, metal, and trash. She reflects on the vital
power of material formations such as landfills, which generate lively streams of
chemicals, and omega-3 fatty acids, which can transform brain chemistry and mood.
Along the way, she engages with the concepts and claims of Spinoza, Nietzsche,
Thoreau, Darwin, Adorno, and Deleuze, disclosing a long history of thinking about
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vibrant matter in Western philosophy, including attempts by Kant, Bergson, and the
embryologist Hans Driesch to name the “vital force” inherent in material forms. Bennett
concludes by sketching the contours of a “green materialist” ecophilosophy.
Molecular Biology of the CellClimbing Mount ImprobableW. W. Norton & Company
Out of Control chronicles the dawn of a new era in which the machines and systems
that drive our economy are so complex and autonomous as to be indistinguishable from
living things.
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